
L eitz Metalworking Technology Group
(LMT) is a Germany-headquartered

tooling organisation which boasts sales of
£215 million and employs 3,000 people. 

LMT (UK), Coventry, represents LMT
Group’s six companies, Belin, Bilz,
Boehlerit, Fette, Kieninger and
Onsrud, in the UK. Their combined
product portfolio of around
30,000 items has mostly been
developed within the group.
Some 5 per cent of revenue is
invested into product R&D.

Trevor Tolley, who boasts 24
years in the industry, has recently been
appointed managing director of the UK
organisation with a brief to build both a
direct sales and a distribution network,
while raising the organisation’s profile.

In the UK, the organisation focuses on
aerospace, automotive, mould and die, oil
and gas and toolmaking sectors. It has 10
key specialists assigned to customer
support; both direct or through a
preferred distribution channel. In
overview, the various LMT Group
companies’ expertise areas are as follows. 
■ Belin, based in Lavancia, France (Jura
region), is a specialist in precision boring
tools made from tungsten carbide, cubic
boron nitride or polycrystalline diamond
(PCD) and high performance reamers. In
addition to this, high precision grooving
tools and solid carbide endmills are
produced for machining plastics or
aluminium alloys. Latest development is
the Twin Turbo Multiblade Reamer
featuring PCD blades. This has supported
the drilling and reaming of 57 mm
diameter holes in pressure die-cast
aluminium throttle-valve casings in one

operation without any premachining. It
also offers higher speeds and feeds and
has interchangeable blades.
■ Bilz, based in Ostfildern, Germany
(near Esslingen and Stuttgart), is a
specialist in toolholding technology and is
a leader in thread tapping chucks. A
recent development is its ThermoGrip
heat-shrink system which claims high
concentricity (3 microns) and supports
high speed machining. LMT (UK) is taking
the technology on a tour of the UK. 
■ Boehlerit, Deuchendorf, Austria (near
Kapfenberg), supplies tungsten carbide
wear parts and cutting tools. The latter
includes turning tools, parting and
grooving, threading and its novel
Pentatec tool which replaces up to five
separate tools in turning (internal and
external), facing, boring and
counterboring. It also has a cast iron
milling programme, specialist tools for
crankshaft and camshaft machining and
steel mill work such as bar peeling.

Earlier this year Boehlerit picked up

the Styria Nano Research Prize 2006 in
the category ‘Research Prize for Nano
Science and Nano Technologies –
Economic Applications’. The technology is
already successfully employed in daily
production and the resulting products
have found a market around the world.

The citation adds that “the Boehlerit
development team achieved

something that ought to be
impossible – according to the

textbooks”. It created a coating
that combines the tenacity of a

titanium compound with the high
strength of a ceramic layer. The results

can be seen with the company’s patented
Steeltec LC215 turning insert (P15 ISO
application area). It can run at in excess of
300 m/min while tool life has been
extended by up to 50 per cent.
■ Fette, based in Schwarzenbek,
Germany, is well known for its thread
rolling products but also produces milling
cutters, hobbing tools, and supplies
carbide and high speed tools for metal
and plastics machining. It too has been
developing new coatings, the intelligent
self-optimising IQ Plus for taps which
delivers an increase in service life of up to
50 per cent.
■ Kieninger, Lahr, Germany, is a specialist
in boring, particularly in the mould and
die, and automotive sectors. Special
tooling solutions take in tungsten
carbide, diamond and CBN.
■ Onsrud, based in Libertyville, Illinois,
USA, has a strong bias towards aerospace
and motorsport due to its specialist
knowledge and development of high
speed tooling and machining of
aluminium, plastics, and composites.■■
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TOOLING

30,000 tools for the job
Although the brands are mostly well known, the umbrella sales organisation may not be so, or even

associated with them. Andrew Allcock offers this guide to LMT (UK) and its product portfolio
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